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Abstract 
The purpose of the research was to develop a visualization application for analyzing data of public company financial statements 
which may help user to simplify and to classify the data base on their need. The aplication was developed by using extreme 
programming which allows rapid development process and be able to adapt in evironment or technical varible change that occur 
during the development process. The result of the research was an application that can visualize financial statement data which 
supported by filter feature to help user clasify data base on their need. It could be concluded that data visualization application for 
analyzing public company’s financial statement help user to understand the data and help user to clasify the data base on their 
need. 
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1. Background 
Data is recently assesed as a valuable asset, that can make competition more attractive. An interesting statement 
from Clive Humby was “data is the new oil”. Data is something that attracts more people today. Andy Kirk1 quoted 
a statement from Hal Varian (Google Chief Economics) who said “the ability to take data, to be able to understand 
it, to process it, to extract the value from it, to visualize it, to communicate it, that’s going to be a hugely important 
skill in the next decades”.  
In this globalization era, businessman make a decision base on the precise data. The data is then processed into 
relevant informations to support their decission. However, they are often faced with a lot of data which spend a lot 
of time to gain precise conclusion.  Based on the data from Indonesia Stock Exchange per August 8th 2014 there 
were about  502 companies listed. The listed companies were classified into eleven sectors, i.e. Agriculture, Mining, 
Basic & Chemical Industry, Miscellaneous, Property and Real Estate, Infrastructure,  utility and Transportation, 
Banking, Multifinance, Insurance, dan Trade and Service2 . Each company compossed of different subsectors. 
Traditionally, financial statement are represented in coloumn and number. Financial professionals are trained to 
derive a conceptual understanding from traditional columns of numbers, while others find them daunting and not 
conducive to a big-picture perspective of the company. As a result, internally distributed financial statements are 
often discarded by team members who are unable to grasp the issues and priorities inherent in the numbers. 
Consequently, they cannot contribute effectively to decision-making. Externally, many shareholders also lack the 
financial savvy to review financial statements, let alone use them to compare the health of different companies. 
Financial professionals depend on detailed numbers in order to be effective in their positions. For everyone else, 
there is business visualization, a new way of presenting financial results, information and priorities as a dynamic 
three-dimensional, colorful and live landscape that provides a rich, deep understanding of business on a conceptual 
level2. 
The listed companies presented a lot of data with various styles. There is a need to present the data in simple 
form, so that prospective investors as users might be facilited for making precise decision. The best way to present 
data to be easily understood by user is to create data visualization. Scoot Muray3 explained that data visualization is 
a process of mapping information to visuals. Visualizing data is the fastest way to communicate the information to 
others. People untrained in finance reject columns of numbers because they lack color, dimension and life. Most 
even find them intimidating. The numbers alone make little sense unless people have a way of prioritizing the data 
they represent and a way of identifying connections between the different sets represented. If people are presented 
with columns of numbers along with a pie chart or bar graph representing the same information, they will first look 
at the chart or graph to get a handle on the proportionality of the information and interconnections between bits of 
information. Only after this scan will they examine the numbers for more detail. Data visualization eliminates the 
details of numbers and focuses on the driving factors for a business. Being able to communicate and understand 
financial data in this visual manner has vast strategic implications and benefits such as accessibility for everyone, a 
big-picture perspective, promotes credibility and buy-in, checklist for decision-making, facilitates competitive 
analysis, friendly finance for rapid training, increases speed and accuracy of communication, improves effectiveness 
of response, identifying trends, facilitates global communication and understanding of financial information, and 
provides crucial competitive edge in a rapidly changing world4,5. The beatiful data visualization have four 
characteristics: novel, informative, efficient and aesthetic. Data visualization not only have to be beautiful but also 
need to be interactive. To make an interactive data visualization there are three charaterisctics that should be 
considered: interaction between users and system, selection for complex data, and representation of the data6,7.  
Mapping a large amount of data into visual form may  take a lot of time if done manually. Therefore, it is needed 
a application system. The application must be able to perform various operations including compare values among 
data, determine the average of the value, knowing data that often arise and others. With this application the work can 
be done quickly which means the more data that can be use for analysis. So, The research was aimed to develop a 
visualization application for analyzing data from different company listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange. The 
application might help the user to simplify and classify data base on their need. 
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2. Problem Identification 
Base on the background above, it can be identified several problems: 
a. There are many companies listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange and various financial statement data led the user 
take a long time to analyze those data. 
b. There are many companies listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange and various financial statement data need to be 
presented systematically and attractively to be easily understood by the user.  
3. Objectives and Benefits 
The objectives of the project are: 
a. Developing an application that can visualize public company’s financial statement data to be easily understood 
by users 
b. Developing an application that can classify public company’s financial statement data in accordance with user 
needs. 
 
The benefits of the project are: 
a. Helping users to understand the public company financial statement data. 
b. Helping users when they want to compare public company financial statement data. 
c. Help users in making business decisions. 
 
4. Methodology 
Software development method used in this application development is Extreme Programming. Extreme 
Programming is one of agile development process model. Agile Development is a development method which 
prioritizes speed and adaptability to change during the development process.  This method also encourages the 
attitude of every developer teams to be able to communicate well. Agile Development makes the customer as the 
part of the team, so that the results of the work in accordance with customer requirements. This method support the 
flexibility in software development. The process activities in Extreme Programming are6: 
a. Planning 
At this stage, the set of features and functions of the application were made. Features and function were adjusted 
to the needs of the user. The requirement analysis was conducted using interviews and questionnaires.  
b. Design 
At this stage, the system design and user interface design were made. The system design was made using use 
case diagram, use case narrative, class diagram, sequence diagram and activity diagram.  User interface was 
designed with the principle Keep It Simple (KIS). 
c. Coding 
At this stage, the code of program was made and it adjusted to the design. 
d. Testing 
At this stage, the program that has been made were tested by the user. The aim of this stage is to find error and 
verify all features and functions were in accordance with the requirement. 
The software was tested using black box methodology, black box testing is the testing for analyzing several 
fundamental aspects without paying attention to internal code structure which mean the testing is perform by using 
user interface to find any errors7. 
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5. Software Design Document and Implementation 
5.1 Software Design Document 
5.1.1 Software Description 
Based on identified problems, a software was developed to visualize company financial statement data. The 
software was expected to help any users in analyzing and understanding the data of financial statement from listed 
companies. 
5.1.2 Software Architecture 
The application was divided into three parts: back end, front end and web service. Back end is the part for admin 
to manage company’s data, front end for user and web service as a connector between back end and front end. Both 
back end and front end were developed using framework with model-view-controller (MVC) pattern. MVC is a 
software design pattern built around the interconnection of three main component types. The three component types 
are loosely termed models, views, and controllers8.   
In this age, when it can sometimes seem like every system is connected to every other system, dealing with data 
has become a major ingredient in building the Web. Whether delivering services or consuming them, web service is 
a key part of all modern, public-facing applications9. So in this application, web service was used to connect back 
end and front end.  Figure 2 shows the software architecture. 
 
 
  
Fig.  1. Software Architecture 
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5.1.3 Software Functions 
Software functions at back end are: 
a. Manage company 
Manage company is the function for admin to manage all companies data. The operation include view, create, 
update and delete data. 
b. Manage financial statement 
Manage company is the function for admin to manage company’s financial statement data. The operation include 
view, create, update and delete data. 
 
Software functions at front end are: 
a. View companies 
View companies is the function for user to view all companies data. 
b. View company details 
View company details is the function for user to view company data in detail. 
c. Compare company 
Compare company is the function for user to compare financial statement data between two or more companies. 
 
 
5.2 Implementation 
5.2.1 Back End 
Back end is the part for admin to manage company’s data including financial statement data. Back end consist of 
5 features: view companies, view company details, add company, edit company and delete company. View 
companies was the feature for admin to view all companies which the data are available in database. View company 
details will allow admin to view data more detail, when admin use this feature, it will be redirected to company 
detail page, in this page admin can view company data specifically, from this page, admin can manage another 
company’s data like financial statements by choosing one of the sub menu. It will be redirected into view financial 
statements page. Admin can manage financial statement data in this page. 
Admin can use add company feature to add new company data. When admin use this feature, it will be redirected 
into add company page. In this page, admin might fill form which has been provided by system. Admin must enter 
data in accordance with the validation.  
Admin can use edit company feature for update company data. By using this feature admin will be redirected inti 
edit company page. In this page, admin might fill form which has been provided by system. Admin must enter data 
in accordance with the validation. 
Admin can use delete company feature to delete company’s data. When admin use this feature the system will 
show delete conformation before the data was deleted completely. 
Figure 2 show the general process of back end features. This figure show that the application using Model-View-
Controller (MVC) pattern. This pattern was use to organize code that will have a good impact to application 
maintenance and future development. 
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5.2.2 Front End 
Front end for user was divided into three features: view companies, view company details and compare 
company. View companies feature functioned to view all company listed in database. Figure 5 show companies 
page design. 
 
Fig.  2. Back end feature process diagram 
Fig.  3. Companies page design 
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User might explore company data in details by choosing one of the company listed on companies page. When 
user choose one of them it will be redirect to company details page. In this page user might obtain some basic 
information of the company. The user can also view the comparison between company financial statement data or 
financial statement data visualization. The design of companies detail page is show in figure 5. 
 
 
 
From the figure 4, user might view the comparison between company’s financial statement data with it sector 
and sub sector. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  4. Company details page design 
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The last feature was compare company. This feature will redirect the user to compare company page. In this 
page, user can compare company by listing more than one company to view data comparison and then set up the 
filter. After that, the data from all companies can be view and visualized in detail. The design of compare company 
page can be seen on figure 5. 
 
 
Fig.  5. Compare company page design 
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The general process of using the three features of view companies, view company details and compare company 
was explained in figure 6. Figure 6 show that the application using a MVC pattern and using web service to connect 
front end and server side. The use of web service and MVC pattern framework was aimed to make easier 
maintenance process and future development. 
 
 
 
 
6. Conclusion  
Data visualization application for analyzing public company financial statement help users to classify data 
needed through available filter features. This application could visualize data from financial statement so that any 
user might lead any users easier and faster to gain conclusion. 
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